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a compact but complete coverage of the whole subject,
including opengl basic concepts and multithreading. the gl31

chapter 11, which covers the basics of 3d graphics while
focusing on the opengl3 core profiles it has all the information

to make the book fast and easy to understand.aleksandar
dimitrijevi, university of ni this book is a must-read for new
developers working in the 3d graphics field. both high-level

concepts and practical information are included, in a clear and
well-organized manner.aleksandar dimitrijevi, university of ni

this book presents an in-depth overview of the spatial
representations that can be used for the creation of 3d virtual
worlds in an immersive medium. a variety of techniques that

have been developed by the author over the years are
described and illustrated with pictures and code.aleksandar

dimitrijevi, university of ni this book is an excellent,
comprehensive, and high-quality contribution to the field of

virtual world development in the immersive medium. this book
presents a clear and well-organized view of the different spatial

representations, from the basics to the advanced
concepts.aleksandar dimitrijevi, university of ni a must-have

book for every developer working in the virtual globe field. the
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rich collection of algorithms integrated into the code is a real
treasure. the examples are well presented, easy to follow, and

provide a great environment for testing your own
code.aleksandar dimitrijevi, university of ni nasa world wind
includes the same set of tools for visualizing, analyzing and
manipulating spatial data available in arcgis, with improved

accessibility and increased integration with web technologies.
most of these tools are accessed through a well-documented

api that makes them available to other software developers [ 4
]. this sdk is available as open source under the gnu general
public license. figure 1: nasa world wind 3d globe. the higher
the resolution of the elevation map, the more details can be

modeled. in this figure, the globe is rotated to display the
coastlines of the earth and u.s. states. the resolution of the

globe increases from north to south and east to west. figure 2:
nasa world wind is being enriched with external contributions.
a nasa world wind map with mountains from the isro. new data
loaders are being developed, including a model of earth based
on geobs, the satellite-borne gravity model from the european
space agency and the shuttle radar topography mission (srtm).

nasa world wind is also being developed with contributions
from the open source geospatial foundation (osgeo), among

others. in june 2012, the number of installations of nasa world
wind surpassed the 1,000,000-installation mark [ 20 ]. about
the open source geospatial foundation (osgeo): osgeo is an

international non-profit organization of individuals and
corporations dedicated to encouraging and supporting open
source development in the world of geospatial technology. it

provides a worldwide platform for open source geospatial
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development, collaboration, and education. osgeo conducts
research in a number of areas, including rural development,
remote sensing, environmental monitoring, transportation

planning, and remote sensing. the osgeo code of conduct helps
bring out the best in open source development as a vibrant

community.
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the nasa world wind api provides interfaces to multiple types of
spatial data. spatial data can be accessed through interfaces to

the following types of data: spacecraft tracking data; nasa
registry; geographic description of national parks; contours of
elevation; nasa dtm; nasa shuttle radar topography mission

elevation dataset; nasa dtm with shades of green; nasa shuttle
radar topography mission elevation dataset with shades of

green; nasa shuttle radar topography mission elevation dataset
with terrains; high resolution shuttle radar topography mission
elevation dataset; earth observation data; nasa hirise image
project; srtm dem data; and gis data. nasa world wind is the
most successful nasa project using open source software. in

2010, the open source geospatial foundation was initiated. this
organization was created to enhance, promote and support the

adoption of open source geospatial (osgeo) technologies for
free and open-source gis projects. visit the nasa world wind

page to access the nasa world wind api,
http://worldwind.arc.nasa.gov/ . the api is designed to support
and enhance interoperability between nasa world wind, other

nasa projects, and third-party software developers. 3d
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visualization engines are increasingly being used as part of the
development pipeline for virtual world design. in this context, it
is important for the authors to understand the limitations of the

existing engines as well as the benefits of using a new
framework for virtual world design. the book provides this

information. for more information about the analysis of images
of surface models, see 5ec8ef588b
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